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cut above
Chic Parisian brand Paul & Joe celebrates the 20th 
anniversary of its womenswear line this year, and with a new 
flagship shop on Mayfair’s Bruton Street – which opened at 
the tail end of 2015 – as well as a fresh focus on UK wholesale, 
there’s plenty for founder Sophie Mechaly to talk about, 
writes Tom Bottomley.

Created in 1996, Paul & Joe’s womenswear rise to fashion fame was 
swift, with the main women’s line featuring on the official calendar 
of Paris Fashion Week since 1998. Advertising campaigns appeared 
in the best French and international fashion magazines, and the 
younger line, Paul & Joe Sister, as well as cosmetics, eyewear, and 
multiple and varied collaborations have all risen and grown over the 
years.

Sophie Mechaly launched Paul & Joe, named after her two 
sons, when her parents sold their Le Garage shirt brand that she had 
grown up with. She says: “When I was a child I was often at the 
design studio with them. I watched them work so hard. Then, when 
they sold the brand, I was very sad as I wanted to keep working on 
its journey. So I retrieved the fabrics left by Le Garage, and I started 
Paul & Joe. My parents taught me everything, from management to 
design. My mother was always by my side, and still is.”

Mechaly started designing shirts for men in 1995, but then 
became more interested in womenswear. Paul & Joe became its own 
global brand with different lines and collaborations. A unique 
lifestyle offer was always the aim. “The first 10 years were crazy,” she 
offers. “With lots of clients coming from all over the world.  And in 
2001, five years after the creation of Paul & Joe, I opened my first 
stores in London, Tokyo and Paris.”

Last year marked the opening of a Mayfair flagship shop for the 
brand at 28 Bruton Street, which has always been an appealing 
proposition for Mechaly. She says that lately they have been 
restructuring the UK market, with a showroom in London to 
distribute the brand’s lines, mostly to independent retailers in the 
regions. “But we have also closed some doors to give priority to the 
Bruton Street shop,” she says. “Of course Harrods remains a major 
international reference, and we are in discussion with the key 
department stores as they are very interested in our playful, fresh and 
feminine collections which are back on trend after some years where 
the ‘rock’ style dominated.”

Interestingly, Mechaly says they now consider the UK  the most 
strategic market in Europe, hence the opening of the new London 
shop, showroom and fresh impetus on strengthening the e-commerce 
side in the UK, through Paul & Joe’s own website, as well as with 
Net-a-Porter, and ASOS for the Paul & Joe Sister offer. “I have 
always loved the British style and energy, and London is always a 
source of inspiration,” she says.

For the 20th anniversary, Paul & Joe has created 20 women’s 
shirts with iconic prints, which in many ways pay tribute to Mechaly’s 
parent and their original Le Garage brand, with Japanese print 
influences at the fore. “We also celebrated the 20th anniversary at 
Bus Palladium, a notorious nightclub in Paris where I used to go in 
the 90s and my favourite place to party in the city,” she says. “I was 
surrounded by my family, my extended family, the Paul & Joe team 
and close friends. Bus Palladium maintains that cool 70s atmosphere 
that we love at Paul & Joe, with music that makes you want to dance 
the night away with champagne flowing.”

As a global lifestyle brand, Paul & Joe has three lines of ready-
to-wear, as well as accessories, Paul & Joe Femme, Paul & Joe Sister 
and Paul & Joe Homme. It has also developed a very successful 
eyewear offer – the number two brand in France after Chanel. There 
is a home textiles line with Madura, and a line of lingerie and 
beachwear is launching for spring/summer 17. The Paul  & Joe 
cosmetics range has also been hugely successful for nearly 15 years. 
“I also now feel ready to create a fragrance to reflect the values of our 
brand,” reveals Mechaly. 

With new projects to work on all the time, Mechaly also talks 
of exciting collaborations with the likes of Aigle, Converse, Warner, 
Starbucks and “a beautiful collection we will be launching with 
Eastpak for s/s17. Every day is different and I am so happy to have 
on board some very loyal people who share the same passion and 
vision.”

Today the brand has 35 stores worldwide,  and is now mostly 
expanding in Asia, China, Japan, Korea and Taiwan, all very strong 
markets for Paul & Joe fashion, accessories and cosmetics. The brand 
also has also some developments and stores in the Gulf region.

In Europe, Paul & Joe mostly has stores in Paris (a mix of 
standalone stores and concessions), but the store Mechaly is the most 
proud of so far is the new Bruton Street flagship in London. She 
comments: “It has a brand new concept which reflects our new 
direction and encapsulates all categories and where all lines are 
distributed. It’s a really beautiful store in which there is a unique 
shopping experience.”

Mechaly considers bricks and mortar stores to still be highly 
important to the business and the brand’s growth strategy. She says: 
“From the very first store which opened in 2001, I have conceived 
the Paul & Joe stores as apartments where people can feel comfortable 
and where my clothes can live. In the new store concept, which we 
have designed with Christophe Delcourt, this follows the same idea. 
The materials are the same as in my current apartment, that he has 
also decorated, and the fixtures are the same as in my closet.”

Moving forward, Mechaly says they have a lot of projects in 
China and Korea, but she would love to open a store in New York 
soon. “I opened my first store in New York in September 2001 in 
Soho,” – thus having the misfortune of coinciding with the 9/11 
terror attacks – “It was a very bad moment, as you can imagine. 
Since then I have been very reluctant to go back, but I am ready 
again now.”

Despite talk of more shop openings, Mechaly is fully aware that 
e-business is the future. It’s a model Paul & Joe is investing in 
considerably, with the objective to create an online business in 
China, the world’s largest market for e-commerce.

Paul & Joe’s current e-business is growing by 40 per cent each 
year. Says Mechaly: “Last autumn/winter, we started operating 
online in the UK and this summer we started to sell to the US 
market. We are learning every day how to be more efficient, and how 
to create excitement. I am a great fan of e-commerce and I have been 
shopping online from the very beginning of Net-a-Porter, with its 
founder, Natalie Massenet, being such a pioneer and a woman that I 
know and respect so much.”

Though Mechaly believes the market is saturated with brands 
these days, she says that the most important thing to be successful in 
the long term is to be consistent and loyal to yourself, “because 
clients need to project themselves in a universe and lifestyle which 
they are familiar with and understand.” A statement in itself that 
could have come straight from Massenet.

Launching a brand these days she admits would be tough, but 
reflecting on when she started Paul & Joe, she says: “It was not so 
easy then either, because Paul & Joe was one of those very rare brands 
to be positioned as ‘advanced contemporary.’ And, despite buyers 
loving our collections, they did not know where to put them on the 
shop floor as such contemporary areas did not exist back then. Now 
the contemporary market is oversaturated, so it is key to differentiate 
from the mass.” The way things are going, it seems Mechaly and her 
Paul & Joe brand are certainly doing just that.
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